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Abstract Exlended x-ray absorption fine structure has been used to determine a crystallographic 
distodon in the Co layers in Co-Cu single-crystal superlattices grown on Cu(100). The 
FCC structure of the superlattice imposed by the CU s n b s m e  is dislorted along the growing 
direction for the CO layers, which m compressed perpendicularly to the interfaces. They adopt 
the in-plane lattice constant of the Cu subsuate, keeping constant the atomic volume of Co 
(1 1.30 .&'/atom). close to the value for HCP-C~. 

1. Introduction 

The study of metallic multilayers has received increased attention in the last few years 
because of the wide range of physical phenomena observed in these systems. The presence 
of a new periodicity in artificially layered materials leads to interesting magnetic, transport 
and mechanical properties [I]. Nowadays, active areas of research in metallic multilayers 
include mirrors for soft x-rays and neutrons, giant magnetoresistence [2] and magneto-optical 
recording materials [3]. In particular, true superlattices (crystalline films) of magnetic- 
non-magnetic metals are useful systems to study in detail magnetic coupling effects and 
magnetotransport properties since one can correlate microstructure and magnetic properties 
in these well defined, model systems [4]. 

Unfortunately, in many cases, the understanding of the physical properties of 
superlattices is limited by the lack of detailed structural characterization of the samples. 
Diffraction techniques have been extensively used for this purpose. Thus, x-ray diffraction 
provides quantitative characterization of the atomic structure and disorder in metallic 
superlattices [5,6],  while neutron diffraction adds microscopic information on the magnetic 
smcture of the samples [7]. In addition to diffraction experiments, structural information 
can also be gained by means of x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). This technique is 
an element-specific probe of the local environment of the absorbing atom. By tuning the 
incoming x-ray energy, one obtains the fine structure at and above the absorption edge of the 
selected atom. The structural information contained in this spectrum is as follows: (i) the 
pre-edge structure is related to the site symmetry and valence state; (ii) the x-ray absorption 
near-edge structure (XANES) region contains stereochemical information (e.g. bond angles) 
and (iii) the extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) gives accurate atomic distances 
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and coordination numbers [8] from the absorber to its neighbours. The advantage of this 
technique with respect to x-ray diffraction is that, while diffraction yields information on the 
average structure of the two components modulated by the superlattice periodicity, EXAFS 
enables us to select one of them, eliminating the long-range periodicities. 

In order to obtain independent information from the CO or from the Cu layers in these 
samples, the anomalous effect of x-ray diffraction together with a proper modelling could be 
performed as in [SI. Nevertheless, this kind of data has not been reported, to our knowledge, 
in these samples. Recently, US experiments [9] have been used to determine that CO layers 
in CO-Fe superlattices present a BCC structure for thicknesses under 20 A. Sputtered Fe- 
Cu multilayers have been studied by EXAFS and it was concluded [lo] that the crystalline 
structure of Fe layers changes, with decreasing thickness, from distorted Bcc to FCC, while 
C u  layers always present the FCC structure. Surprisingly, the opposite conclusion (Fcc-Fe 
and distorted BCC-CU) has been reached from another EXAFS study of Fe<u superlattices 
prepared with a different buffer layer [ll].  

In this work we have studied, by XANES and EXAFS, the structural anisotropy of Cc-Cu 
single-crystal superlattices grown on Cu(100). Spectra have been recorded varying the angle 
between the elechic field of the x-ray beam and the layers in order to test the crystallographic 
anisotropy. Cc-Cu(100) superlattices are of particular interest since they were shown to 
present an antiferromagnetic ordering at zero field 171, and, later, an oscillatory variation 
of the sign of the interlayer coupling [12] as a function of the Cu thickness and the largest 
value of negative magnetoresistance (120% at 4.2 K and 65% at room temperature) [13,14]. 

2. Experimental details 

The superlattices were grown under ultrahigh-vacuum conditions by alternate deposition of 
CO and C u  onto Cu(100) substrates. The Cu substrate was prepared by repeated cycles of 
AI+ sputtering at 1 keV and annealing at 1 100 K, until a thermal energy He atom scattering 
(TEAS) specular beam was measurable. The number of deposited layers and the quality 
of the growth were also monitored in situ by He atom diffraction. Once the superlattices 
were grown, a Cu buffer layer (about 1000 8, thick) was deposited to prevent oxidation after 
exposure to air. More details of the growth have been reported previously [ 151. The samples 
exhibited long-range crystalline order as evidenced by unpolarized neutron diffraction [7] 
and x-ray diffraction 1161. In the following we concentrate on data corresponding to a 
(9Ce5Cu) lo3  sample, i.e. a superstructure formed by 103 periods of nine CO atomic layers 
and five Cu atomic layers. 

Absorption experiments (EXAFS and M s )  were carried out on the XAS-3 beam 
line at the DCI storage ring of the Laboratoire pour I'Utilization du Rayonnement 
Electromagnetique (Orsay, France) with an electron beam energy of 1.85 GeV and an 
average current of 250 mA. Spectra of the CO and Cu K edges for the superlattices 
were collected with a fluorescence detection method and a fixed-exit double-crystal Si(311) 
monochromator was used. The incident beam intensity was measured by an ion chamber. 
The samples were placed into a vacuum chamber and their total fluorescence yield was 
measured by a photomultiplier tube with a plastic scintillator [17]. 

Fluorescence detection was preferred to electron yield in order to obtain information 
from the proper depth in the sample and also to perform the angular variation continuously. 
The sample has a Cu film, about IO00 A thick, covering the superlattice, whose total 
thickness is about 2800 A. An extrapolation of an AI overlayer behaviour [18] gives the 
result that. for a Cu overlayer of ZOO0 A, the signal from the CO would be very difficult to 
detect by total electron yield. 
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Reference spectra of the HCP-CO (7 p m  thick foil) and FCC-Cu (8 p m  thick foil) were 
also measured (in transmission mode) for comparison and data analysis purposes. All spectra 
reported here were collected at room temperature. The energy resolution was estimated to 
be 2 eV from the 3d near-edge feature of the Cu foil. The energy was calibrated by setting 
the energy of the first maximum above the edge for the Cu foil at 8991 eV. 

In order to test structural anisotropies, the experimental geometry was chosen such 
that the electric field E (parallel to the polarization vector) of the x-ray beam forms an 
angle a with respect to the layers of the superlattice (see the inset in figure 1). This angle 
can be changed from 01 = 0" (parallel to the layers) to a = 88" (nearly perpendicular 
to them). The incidence angle 4, formed between the incident x-ray wavevector and the 
normal to the surface of the sample, was taken to be 45" when a = 0". Our experimental 
geometry allows the sample to turn about a horizontal or vertical axis, but the axis must be 
always perpendicular to the incoming beam. The polarization of the x-ray beam produced 
at a storage ring is in the horizontal plane, so when the rotation of the sample is performed 
around the horizontal axis (parallel to the polarization vector) the incidence angle 4 changes, 
but the angle 01 remains constant. Due to the monochromator characteristics, the best way 
to use the x-ray flow for a given resolution is to record the 01 = 0 spectra within an 
incidence angle of 4 = 45". The other spectra for angle a # 0 have been recorded by 
turning the sample about the vertical axis. In order to study the anisotropic x-ray absorption 
effect we will always refer to the angle a. In order to remove the Bragg reflections due 
to the crystalline substrate and the superlattice from the EXAFS energy range, only specific 
incidence angles (and therefore angles a) were chosen. 

3. Results 

Figure 1 shows the normalized XANES spectra of CO and Cu for several samples recorded 
at different angles U. The spectra display the K-edge absorption as a function of the photon 
energy. The data have been normalized and shifted in order to be plotted in the same 
vertical scale for clarity of presentation. Note that the energy scale is different for Cu 
(above) and CO (below). The XANES spectrum of FCC Cu shows three peaks within 30 eV 
from the edge related to the X q ,  Xs, and L y  critical points of the Cu bands at the Brillouin 
zone boundary. They represent maxima in the empty density of states of FCC Cu. XANES 
spectra 2 and 3 indicate that the Cu and CO layers in the superlattice, as expected, also 
adopt the FCC structure. The XANES spectrum of HCP CO shows a broadened peak and a 
shoulder instead of the second and thud peaks of the FCC Cu spectrum. This illustrates the 
sensitivity of XANFS to the different local geometries of the absorbing atoms in FCC or HCP 
structures. 

The x-ray absorption data show the FCC structure of the CO layers in C 4 u  superlattices 
in accordance with other techniques. The same preparation of a CO layer over Cu(100) has 
been structurally studied by low-energy electron diffraction experiments and it has been 
shown that CO layers present a slightly distorted Fcc structure [19]. The most direct 
evidence that CO layers in the superlattice have an FCC structure, as do the Cu ones, is 
given by figures 1 and 2. The existence of the same features in the XANES and EXAFS 
spectra for the CO layers and for the FCC Cu foil shows clearly which is the crystallographic 
smcture. It must be noted that the position above the edge is not exactly the same due to 
the different distances to their coordination spheres. 

Nevertheless, the amplitudes of the XANM oscillation of the Cu and CO spectra in the 
superlattice are considerably smaller than the corresponding ones in the foil. This fact means 
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Figure 1. Normalized fluorescence XANES spectra of the Cu and CO Kedges for different samples 
and experimental conditions. Upper scale: 1, Cu foil (transmission); 2, Cu environment in ( 9 C w  
5Cu)lo3 for a = 0. The lower energy scale refers to CO in 3, ( ~ C O - S C U ) ~ ~ ~  for a = 0' and 4, 
CO foil (lransmission). Upper and lower scales have been shifted for better comparison of the 
data. The inset shows the experimental geometry: a is the angle between the beam polarization 
and the layers, which is varied tuming the sample about the verlical axis, and .$ is the angle 
between the wave vector of the incident beam and the normal to the layers. In this figure (I = 0' 
and .$ = 45". 

that self-absorption by the sample is observed when the fluorescence detection method is 
used. The sample cannot be considered as an extremely thin film or a diluted sample so the 
correction of the self-absorption for a concentrated sample must be applied. 

A standard analysis [20] of EXAFS spectra has been carried out: the background has 
been removed by a cubic spline curve and the resulting data have been transformed from 
depending on energy to depending on wave number by k = [2m,/fi2(E - Eo)] ' /2 .  This 
yields the EXMS interference functions xexp(k) plotted in figure 2. It can be noted that 
when (Y approaches 90" the EXAFS amplitude decreases because the self-absorption effect 
increases. The 'information depth' varies with the incident angle @ but it has been checked 
that the signal comes from all the layers of the superlattice. Even in the case of the Cu 
inside the superlattice the 'information depth' is larger than the superlattice thickness plus 
the loo0 A Cu overlayer. The Cu signal reported here can be considered as that coming 
from a Cu(100) single crystal but obtained in the same conditions and by the same detection 
--+h,.,i nr Ant rr\-arnnnAinn tn thP rn lnIrprr The ePlf-ahcnmtinn rn-r+innq hnvp hppn 
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Figure 2. The ~ ( k )  EXMS signal extracted from fluorescence spectra. without self-absorption 
effect wmction, of the Cu and CO K e d p s  for different samples and experimental conditions: 
I ,  Cu foil (transmission); 2. Cu in (9C0-5Cuhm (a = 0'); 3, CO in (9C&Cu)1oj (a = 0"); 4, 
CO in (9CC-5Cu)ioj (U = 509; 5. CO in (9Cc-5Cu)ioj (a = 88'); 6. CO foil (transmission). 

carried out using the method described by Troger et nl 1211 in the EMS signal xerp(k): 

Xup(E) = xco(E)[ l  - Pco(E)/(LLtot(E) + /&ot(Er)g)l = xc.(EW - S m I  (1) 

where Fco(E) is the absorption due to the K edge of the CO atoms, ,&(E) is the total 
atomic absorption, taking into account the relative concentrations of CO and Cu in the 
superlattice, E is the x-ray incident energy, Er is the fluorescence emission energy and g is 
the geometrical factor g = tan@ (@ is the incidence angle). In a similar way, the signal from 
the Cu in the superlattice has been corrected, giving an E M S  signal which is equal, within 
the experimental error, to that obtained from the Cu foil; this is a test that demonstrates that 
the correction method is correct. 

The corresponding radial distribution functions (RDFs) were obtained by weighting ~ ( k )  
by the cubic wavenumber ( k 3 ) ,  multiplying by a Hanning window within the interval from 
3.0 to 13.5 A-' and Fourier transforming. The magnitudes of the Fourier transforms of 
some spectra are shown in figure 3. Four well defined first coordination spheres of CO 
and Cu atoms in the superlattice can clearly be observed. This indicates a high degree of 
structural perfection in both directions, parallel and perpendicular to the layers. 

These filtered EXAFS oscillations have been fitted to the well known expression 181 

~ ( k )  = C O N j  cos2Bj/kR;) exp( -Zk*u~)exp( - r jR j /k ) f ; (k )  sin[ZkRj + @j(k)]. (2) 
j 

(2) describes the E M S  oscillations for a Gaussian distribution of Nj atoms at mean 
distances Rj around the absorbing atom considering single scattering and the plane-wave 
approximation. Nj is the average coordination number for the Gaussian distribution of 
distances centred at the value R j ,  uj is the Debye-Waller factor, and @j(k) = 2S(k) + %(k)  
is the phase shift, 6(k)  and yj(k) being the cenaal and backscattering atom phase shifts, 
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Figure 3. The magnitudes of the Fourier transforms of the k 3 x ( k )  weighted self-absorption 
effect corrected EXAFS signals. The numben refer to the same cases as in figure 2, 

respectively. f , ( k )  is the magnitude of the backscattering amplitude of the jth-neighbour 
atom; klr; is a convolution of the mean free path of the photoelectron travelling from the 
absorbing atom to the backscattering atoms in the jth shell and the lifetime of the core 
hole. The 3Njcos8; term takes into account the angle 8 between the polarization of the 
x-ray beam and the bonding direction from the absorber to the backscatterer atoms. 

Synchrotron radiation is fully linearly polarized in the plane of the machine; therefore, 
absorption experiments can provide information on anisotropies when single crystals are 
studied taking advantage of this fact. The EXAFS signal is modulated by the cosine squared 
term, which is mathematically equivalent to a modulation of the coordination number. For 
polycrystalline samples, the mean value of the cosine squared is one third, which gives 
(3cosz6'j) = 1. This is why, in general in these cases, the polarization factor does not 
appear in the EMS expression. 

In a first step, the fits were performed considering only Co-Co pair contributions in 
two ways: firstly, by using experimental backscattering phase and amplitude functions 
(transferred from the CO foil reference) and, secondly, by using the theoretical functions 
reported by McKale et a! 1221. ?he results of this second fit are not shown because the 
maximum difference between the distances in the two fittings, for a given spectrum, is 
0.005 A, which can be taken as an estimation of the experimental error. In both cases, Nj 
has been fixed to 12, since the structure is FCC. Table l(a) shows the EXAFS parameters 
from (2 )  after fitting the back-Fourier filtered data by usual procedures in k and R spaces. 
The parameter E,  defined as E' = ( l /n)  x(datai - gives the deviation of the 
calculated EXMs signals from the experimental data. 

The decrease of the Fourier transform magnitude observed for 01 = 88" is consistent with 
a small increase in the shuctural disorder (q) in the growth direction. The first coordination 
shell is different for CO atoms at the interfaces and inside the layers. It follows that the Co- 
Cu first-neighbour contribution to the EXAFS signal becomes maximum for 01 = 90°, giving 
an increase of the Debye-Waller factor. Therefore, a second kind of fit has been performed, 
taking into account that the CO atoms placed at the interfaces between the layers have a 
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Table 1. A summary ofthe results obtained from the fits of the EXAFS spectra using (2) with both 
experimental and theoretical backscattering functions. ( E  is the figure of merit of the fit defined 
in the text). (a) Only C 4 o  pair contributions have been considered. The backscanering phase 
and amplitude funotions have b obtained fmm the CO foil sample. (b) The CO-& and CO-Cu 
pain are taken into account to perform the f X A f S  calculations. The backscattering phase and 
amplilude functions have been taken as those obtained by McKale el 01 [U]. 

(a) 
a ( 0 )  Pair N‘ d ( A )  u2 (A’) r (k2) AEO (ev) F 

0 co-co 12 2.517 0.0 0.0 2.35 5.29 10-5 
40 C& 12 2513 0.0 0.0 235 1.99 10-5 
50 co-co 12 2.501 0.0 0.0 235 3.95 IO@ 
70 co-co 12 2.504 0.0 0.0 2.35 5.25 10-5 
78 M 12 2502 0.0 0.0 2.35 3.95 10-4 
88 C& 12 2,500 0.055 0.0 2.35 5.53 10-4 

(b) 
ole) Pair Z3N,cosS,  d (A) o’ (A~)  r (A-’) AEu (ev) 
0 WO 11.33 2.510 0.083 0.83 -8.32 4.05 x 10-5 

W u  0.67 2.553 0.103 
40 W O  11.05 2.503 0.084 0.83 -8.32 1.24 10-5 

Co-cu 0.95 2.553 0.103 
50 WO 10.95 2.493 0.084 0.83 -8.32 2.98 10-5 

W u  1.05 2.553 0.103 

W U  1.25 2.553 0.103 

C 4 u  1.30 2.553 0.103 

70 WO 10.75 2.491 0.081 0.83 -8.32 2.69 x 

78 WO 10.70 2.493 0.074 0.83 -8.32 5.68 10-5 

88 C 4 o  10.67 2.490 0.103 0.83 -8.32 3.75 10-4 
co-cu 1.33 2.553 0.103 

The total number of neighbours has been fixed to 12 in the fitting. 

known number of Cu neighbours, which are a fraction of their first-neighbour shell. The 
relative coordination number is fixed and their EXAFS contribution can be easily calculated. 
A new fit has been made where both CO and Cu contribute to the first peak of the Fourier 
transform magnitude. The results are shown in table I@). 

Figure 4 illustrates the quality of the fits; the filtered E~AFS oscillations for (Y = 78” in 
both k (dots) and R spaces (dots and asterisks), together with the best fit (solid line), have 
been plotted. In order to observe the difference, the calculated functions for the (Y = 0” 
best fit (dashed line) has also been plotted. The most significant result obtained from the 
fits (see table 1) is the decrease of the average Co-Co first-neighbour distance against angle 
(Y, as is shown in figure 5. The same trend is obtained from fits using either experimental 
phase shifts, for Co-Co pairs, or theoretical phases, for Co-Co and Co-Cu pairs. Since 
perpendicular distances to the layers are decreasingly probed at larger a, the systematic 
decrease of the average distance must be attributed to the lattice parameter perpendicular 
to the layers, which must be shorter than the parallel one. This indicates that the CO 
layers in the superlattice have a tetragonally distorted Fcc structure, with a lattice constant 
perpendicular to the layers (c )  shorter than that along the plane of the layers (a). In order 
to determine the actual extent of the tetragonal distortion, we have to realize that the a = 0” 
spectrum has conhibutions from four ‘in-plane’ and eight ‘out-of-plane’ neighbours, where 
‘in-plane’ means parallel to the layers. Then the data of figure 5 result in lattice constants 
a = 3.58 f 0.01 A and c = 3.52 f 0.01 A. These values give a volume per atom of 
11.30 j, 0.05 A3/atom. Finally, weighting each bond by its ‘cos2Sj’ factor, we obtain the 
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dependence of the averaged distance on angle a, considering the previously desired a and c 
values, plotted (solid line) in figure 5, showing an excellent agreement with the experimental 
variation. 

2 3  5 7 9 11 13 
WAVELENGTH (A-‘) 

1 2 3 
DISTANCE (h) 

Figure 4. (a) A comparison of lhe experimental k3x(k )  weighted DLMS signal for the Q = 7S0 
spectrum (circles) and the best fit calculated by (2) assuming C&o and C M u  pairs (continuous 
line). The calculated MAFS signal obtained as the best fit for the Q = 0 s p x ”  is also shown 
(dashed line). (b) Fourier transform modulus (circles) and imaginay part (asterisks) of the 
preceding signals are plotted for comparison. 

2.488 
0 60 

A L F W  (degrees) 

Figure 5. The first-neighbour Co-co distance filled with theoretical phase and amplitude 
backscattering functions (circles) ac a function of the angle a. The mntinwus line is $e 
3 ~j cosa ~j weighted average distance for ain FCT lattice with a = 3.580 A and c = 2.520 A. 
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4. Discussion 

In summary, we have obtained that CO layers in the C d u  superlattices grown on Cu(lo0) 
substrates adopt a tetragonally distorted FCC structure, which can be termed as face centred 
tetragonal (FCT). The lattice parameter of the basal plane is imposed by the Cu substrate. 
The c parameter is reduced by an amount (- 1.7%) consistent with the known elastic 
properties of CO and enough to keep an atomic volume close to that of the stable HCP phase 
of CO (11.10 A3/atom). The superlattices are coherently strained with very good in-plane 
lattice parameter matching, and the distortion in perpendicular distances is limited only to 
the CO layers. 

These findings can be rationalized as follows: the lattice parameters of Cu and FCC-CO 
differ by 2%. Pseudomorphic growth of CO on Cu with a 2% expansion of the CO lattice in 
both lateral and perpendicular directions represent a large (68 meV/atom) increase in energy 
[U]. The tetragonal distortion of the FIX-CO layers is an attempt to minimize the energy 
excess that would be introduced by a uniform expansion of the lattice. By virtue of the 
distortion the perpendicular distances are reduced while the lateral lattice parameter of Cu is 
adopted by the CO layers. A recent quantitative low-energy electron diffraction (LED) study 
[19] of the growth of a single film of Co on Cu(100) has shown the presence of a tetragonally 
distorted FCC structure with a = 3.61 f0 .02  A and c = 3.46f0.02 A up to 10 monolayers. 
The LEED data [I91 are in excellent agreement with the lattice parameters obtained from 
the present EXAFS analysis. Furthermore, the dynamical LEED analysis indicates that the 
CO film of this thickness has not yet developed the lattice of misfit dislocations, which 
relax the structure of thicker films to unstrained FCC CO [24]. The existence of a tetragonal 
distortion has been confirmed by a recent angular-dependent SEWS study that reports a 2% 
contraction of the perpendicular spacing for CO layers 2-15 ML thick deposited on Cu(100) 
[U]. In that work, the reported lattice parameters (a = 3.61 zk0.02 A and c = 3.54f0.02 A, 
errors quoted) are also similar to ours. 

An important consequence of the results shown here is that the tetragonal distortion 
persists for CO films covered by Cu layers and it is detectable for Co-Cu(100) superlattices. 
This is in contrast to other systems, such as F&u( loo), where the structure of the Fe film 
was shown to change upon covering with Cu [XI.  The implication of these subtle changes 
in the structure with respect to the magnetic properties is a point of much interest for future 
research. 

Our results also seem to differ from the case of Co-Cu(l11) textured multilayers where 
E M S  measurements have been interpreted [27] as indicating that CO and Cu lattices are 
expanded and contracted, respectively, in the plane of the layers, while the lattice strain is 
negligible in the perpendicular direction. 

5. Conclusions 

We have reported w(AFs data that indicate that CO layers in (9Co-5Cu)l03 singlecrystal 
superlattices, grown on Cu(lOO), present a distorted FCC structure. The distortion is caused 
by a compression of the lattice constant along the direction perpendicular to the layers; 
the ‘in-plane’ lattice parameter remains very similar to that of the FCC Cu substrate. The 
atomic volume of this tetragonally distorted Fcc structure is very close to that of bulk HCP- 
CO, which provides the explanation of the similar magnetic moment observed for the two 
phases in earlier measurements [7]. 
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